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At this point, Liu Qiang's body was unbearable, with barely a trace of his body left intact.
His limbs were completely destroyed, and his lower body had been reduced to a mere piece of equipment by Vajra's foot.
At this moment, Liu Qiang was only a breath more than a dead man.
"Is he dead?" Ye Yunjie asked.
"No, just passed out." Jin Gang said.
"Good. Take it upstairs and go make a present for Liu Guohao!" Ye Yunjie said conspiratorially, "Today it's just his son,
but sooner or later, this will be his result too!"

After saying her words, Ye Yunjie turned around to walk towards the lift. But before she could take a step, she was
stopped by Jiang Hao.
"Wait a moment." Jiang Hao said indifferently to Jin Gang, "Wake him up!"
King Kong nodded heavily at his words. He dragged Liu Qiang up directly like a dead dog and slapped him straight on,
"Bastard, wake up!"
Vajra's slap was not too heavy, otherwise, given Liu Qiang's current condition, he might not even wake up again.
A few moments later, Liu Qiang slightly opened his eyes, which were swollen into a tart-like shape, although he could
only barely open a slit, but at least he could let people know that he was awake.
Jiang Hao walked up to is front, at this time there was not a trace of pity in his eyes, instead they were full of hatred.
"I ask you, what did you do to Yu Ning?" Jiang Hao coldly questioned, "You'd better tell the truth, if one word is a lie,
I'll waste you right here!"

Of course Liu Qiang knew very well. Jiang Hao's words would never be to scare himself, and hurriedly nodded with all
his strength, his mouth whimpering unclearly, "I didn't do anything to her, I ...... haven't even seen her recently."
Jiang Hao smiled and frowned, could not help but have a trace of curiosity, but hearing this kind of answer, hanging
heart, but really put down a lot.
But he still had an icy face and questioned, "Are you f*cking kidding me? Then where did you get this pendant? It was
given to Yu Ning by me, so how could it be in your hands?"

Liu Qiang shook his head with a trembling body, tried to shake his battered arm and said with great effort, "This ...... is

all a lie, the pendant was stolen by Feng Pingping and then sold to me, what I just said is all a lie. Really, I'm all like this,
I don't dare to lie ......"
When Liu Qiang said this, Jiang Hao was completely relieved, otherwise he was still curious as to why the pendant he had
given to Ye Yunjie was in Liu Qiang's possession.
Jiang Hao let out a sigh of relief and waved at Vajra, signaling to take him away.
Immediately afterwards, the three of them went straight to the lift, heading straight for Liu Guohao's office along the way.
On the top floor of the Howe Yuan Building, a huge room was packed with people at the moment.
These were not other people. It was none other than those contractors from the City South project.
They were already here early in the morning, studying in twos and threes how to go about it next.
In fact, long before Liu Guohao, the Xu family had already taken care of these contractors silently.
Xu Tianlin's tactics. It was nothing more than painting a big pie for everyone, and these people, whose interests were so
lustful, obviously ate this up, so much so that Xu Tianlin did not have to make much effort to take care of this rabble.
In the project in the south of the city, these people secretly had to tamper with the raw materials of the project, while using
the second best as the best. On the one hand, they were charging Jiang Hao for the top quality raw materials.
On the other hand, they were also receiving favours from the Xu family.
Inside and out, these people were really making a lot of money.
And today they are gathered here for the sole purpose of dividing up the profits.
It is clear to everyone that as long as the project in the south of the city is collapsed, it will be a huge cake in the future.
Who wouldn't want to come over and take a piece of it?
So these people all look very excited at this time, and are even more full of longing for the future.
Some of them even got together with Liu Guohao's side and started to make suggestions.
However, Liu Guohao scoffed at these people and did not pay too much attention to them.
Of course, Liu Guohao could see very clearly that these people were at best a group of rabble-rousers who could only be
used at any time.
Of course, he would not be so lowly as to be in the company of these people, but it was just that the various forces on the
south side of the city were now intertwined, and he himself was wondering how he could make a bigger profit out of it.

And now that he has torn his face off from Jiang Hao, he has nothing to worry about.
Liu Guohao suddenly knocked on the table. He indicated to everyone to be quiet and then smiled, "Everyone, I think it's
about time. I'll tell everyone one last time, since we've already turned against them now. There's no need to grovel

anymore, everyone should show their attitude and momentum later. We can only fight for our own interests, do you all
understand?"
The people present nodded their heads in unison as they heard the words.
Liu Guohao smiled and continued, "Very good, everyone, this south of the city project is a real fat meat, although we

cooperate with the Xu family, but we also have to defend our own rights and interests, right? We are only one group, the
Xu family took you and me, at best, as a gun, so I hope that everyone will listen to me in a moment, I will ......"

The actual fact is, a figure flew in directly from the door and finally landed heavily on the ground.
This scene came so suddenly that it really startled everyone.
And when everyone regained their senses and fixed their eyes on the person who flew into the door and fell to the ground
as if he was a sack, the crowd burst out in a cry of shock.
"I ...... my goodness, isn't this ...... Liu Da Shao?"
"Yes, yes, this is Mr. Liu's son, how did he ...... he look like this? Who did this hit?"
"F*ck ...... I'm afraid he's not dead, right? Still gasping for breath? Who the f*ck did this?"
"Mr Liu, Mr Liu, stop it, this is your son, Mr Liu, come and take a look ......"
Someone from the crowd suddenly shouted at Liu Guohao, greeting him with an eager face.
When Liu Guohao heard this, his face suddenly turned pale, rushing around the table in front of himself and rushing
quickly towards Liu Qiang who was lying in the middle of the room, not even moving a bit.
"Son ...... my son, what's wrong with you?"
Liu Guohao directly pounced over and saw Liu Qiang, who had no piece of his body intact, and his entire body trembled
with excitement.
Liu Guohao looked incomparably angry, and his eyes looked around aimlessly as if he was searching for something.

"Who the hell did this? Who did this? My son, what's wrong with you?" Liu Guohao hurriedly looked at Liu Qiang again,
and when he saw that Liu Qiang's lower trousers were already stained with blood, his whole body seemed to be
dumbfounded.
That was the only son he had!
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The Liu family is a single generation, and when it comes to Liu Qiang's generation, he is treated like a treasure by all the
Liu family members, which is why he has been pampered into his current state.
But no matter how spoiled he was, he was not so spoiled that he would never be the next generation!
Liu Guohao was trembling with anger as he turned his gaze in the direction of the door. Then he saw Jiang Hao and Ye
Yunjie, slowly walking in through the door.
Liu Guohao understood at once, and the hatred in his heart surged up as if it were a tsunami.
"It's you guys, isn't it?" Liu Guohao tore his heart out and shouted, "You guys beat up my son right?"
In the face of Liu Guohao's frenzy, both Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie looked incomparably calm.
Ye Yunjie faintly spoke back. Said, "He asked for it, and this is what you asked for."
"You ...... you guys ......" Liu Guohao's hand trembled as he pointed at Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie and hurriedly took out

his mobile phone. Dialing a number, he yelled, "You ...... you hand over all your brothers to me now, bring your guys
and call them all up!"
What Liu Guohao called, was one of his own brothers.
Although Liu Guohao has nominally washed his hands in a golden pot and does not ask about the jianghu anymore, but
after all, he has come from that step and he still has a hundred and ten men on his hands.
The moment Liu Guohao made this statement, those present who knew Liu Guohao were immediately shocked out of
their cold sweat.
It was obvious that Liu Guohao was preparing to make a big move.
This time, it was estimated that neither Jiang Hao nor Ye Yunjie would be able to leave the Haoyuan Group.
And even if Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie hated Liu Guohao. They should have left a backhand, how could Liu Guohao let you
go if you gave up on them!
The crowd muttered in small bursts and some even started discussing what Liu Guohao would do to Jiang Hao and Ye
Yunjie.

Even though these two people were both of some origin, if Liu Guohao was sensible enough, he would definitely not
make things too difficult for them.
But unfortunately, at this moment, Liu Guohao had already lost his senses, and he was obviously like a mad dog who
only wanted to bite and tear his enemies to death!
In the face of this call from Liu Guohao, neither Jiang Hao nor Ye Yunjie made any reaction, not even an expression.
The duo just stood here, while the entire large room seemed to be quiet at this moment.
The only sounds in the room were Liu Qiang's whimpering and miserable screams. There was also the sound of Liu
Guohao's painful sobs.
During this time someone came over and tried to comfort Liu Guohao and told him that an ambulance had been called
and would be here soon.
But Liu Guohao angrily pushed the man away, still holding his son and crying in pain.
The man stepped aside with an embarrassed look on his face and said nothing more.
The room was once again quiet for a few moments, and everyone seemed to be waiting to see how Jiang Hao and Ye
Yunjie would be dealt with when Liu Guohao's hundred and ten came up later.
Soon, after a few minutes had passed, everyone heard a dense and rapid sound of footsteps coming from the corridor
outside.
Listening to the sound, it was estimated that the number of people was no less than a hundred.
At this point, everyone held their breath, waiting to see what would happen in a moment.
Only the sound of the footsteps seemed to be approaching the door of this room. They suddenly stopped.
Then there seemed to be a sound of shouting and arguing from the corridor outside.
Then there was a ground shaking shouting and shouting ......
Then there was a cacophony of noise, messy clanking and the dull clanging of clattering against each other in the
corridor.
The sound was so loud that the people in the room were stunned. They looked at each other in disbelief, talking, but no
one knew what was going on.
And just then, the sound came again from the corridor.

It was one sound after another, one scream after another. The voices all came from different people, but the same thing
was that each scream seemed unbearably miserable and painful.
The screams lasted for seven or eight minutes before they finally came to an end.
And up to this point, Liu Guohao's hundred and ten brothers still had not seen a single person.
"What the ...... hell is going on out here?" Suddenly a man lost his voice and asked." Was someone fighting just now? It
seems to have stopped? Where are Mr. Liu's people?"

As soon as this person's words fell, the entire room was once again in chaos, with everyone talking about what was
going on.
And at that moment, a young man looked at Jiang Hao and Ye Yunjie, hesitated for a moment and gathered enough
courage to walk out towards the door.
He wanted to see what was going on, and his action instantly attracted the eyes and attention of everyone present.
The man took a step to the door, and just as his front foot stepped out, his foot suddenly stopped in mid-air, followed by
the man's head raised high, as if he had seen some terrifying monster. A look of trepidation appeared on his face.
"What's wrong with this ......?" When the crowd saw him move like this, they hurriedly pointed and talked.
Some shook their heads in confusion, indicating that they did not understand. Others followed the man's terrified gaze
and looked desperately towards the door.
Soon the man's foot, ready to step out of the door, retracted. Then another step was hurriedly taken backwards, followed
by another step ......
The man's action was a dumbfounding sight for everyone.
But soon. They seemed to understand why the man had made such a strange move.
Because just as the man took one step backwards, at the entrance to the room, a huge figure suddenly appeared.
The figure bowed slightly and squeezed in through the door.
I could only see that this man was more than two metres tall, with a tall and broad body, and he was estimated to weigh
at least three hundred pounds.
Although he was dressed in a suit, his strong muscles were so strong that the outline could be seen through the suit.
This man looked like a monster, a full half a foot taller than everyone else present, and the way everyone looked at him
was naturally filled with awe.

As soon as this man entered, he walked straight to Ye Yunjie's side, he bowed slightly towards her and said in a low voice,
"Miss Ye, is there anything you need?"
Obviously, anyone could see that this man was one of Ye Yunjie's men.
And especially Liu Guohao, after seeing that this man's suit still had wisps of blood hanging on it, he immediately got a
little nervous and questioned, "Who are you? Where are my men?"
King Kong raised his head and looked at Liu Guohao with disdain, and could not help but sneer, "Your men? They're all

outside the door, if you want to call an ambulance, you'd better call more, otherwise there definitely won't be enough!"
Liu Guohao was stunned when he heard that, his jaw dropped as he looked at King Kong, astonished, "What did you ......
you say? I ...... my that is a hundred and ten brothers, you ......"

Before Liu Guohao's words fell, he heard a sarcastic laugh from Vajra: "I pooh, you that is a hundred and ten straw bags,
count a fart, I have not even waited to make a move, a few of my brothers to solve, that kind of role, you also have the
nerve to take out to embarrass people?"

